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To consider important figures in New Zealand church history, we have to
look back in time and beyond our Reformed Churches of New Zealand. In
the landscape of this country our RCNZ is relatively new, being some 60-70
years old. However, we are not going to be looking at the RCNZ and its
ministerial corps which consists of men from a variety of backgrounds,
countries and theological traditions.
There have been other notable individuals which helped to shape the
theological landscape of this country. Men such as Samual Marsden, Henry
Williams and William Williams … . And in latter days, William Orange,
Arthur Gunn, Robert Wardlaw … .
There are other men of whom no mention is ever made, who laboured
in the churches in New Zealand for the glory of God, many of whom are
remembered for their faithfulness, godly character and intellect. I also consider
them to be important figures in New Zealand church history. Some of whom
came out of obscurity, fought the good fight of the faith and then faded
back into history as time goes on.
Of course, it is interesting to note that the infamous are remembered
and celebrated today among the unbelieving, liberal sectors of academia.
However, it is good for us to remember and think about those whose
names are written in the Book of Life, and shall endure forever.
Our contributors recount the life and times of men who served to bring
the gospel and defend the faith, once delivered to the saints.
Mr Josh Rogers writes about a faithful elder in the PCANZ during the
Geering heresy trial.
Mrs Sally Davey previews the life of William Orange, and suggests a
couple of books for our edification.
For our Reformation Day article, Mr Philip den Boer considers Petrus
Plancius and the Dutch Golden Age.
We need to install a filter on our lips, says Dr Michael Brown.
Mr David Stares continues with his second article dealing with false
religion, by examining the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Mr Gijsbert Nederveen deliberates over cremation with the second and
final instalment.
Letters from New Zealand, Focus on faith with J C Ryle, Letter to the
editor, Focus on home, Gleanings from the churches.
* * *
By now, you have probably heard that both the Rev. Jack Sawyer and the
Rev. Gary Milne, men who served in the RCNZ, passed away in August.
Mr Milne served in Wainuiomata and Whanganui and was a former editor
of Faith in Focus before leaving our churches. Mr Sawyer served in Silverstream
and Hastings RC before returning to the USA, and frequented many synods
over the years. We remember their spouses and families left behind.
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The opinions expressed in this magazine are not to be considered the official position of
the Reformed Churches of New Zealand unless they expound the Biblical system of
doctrine contained in the Heidelberg Catechism, the Belgic Confession, the Canons of
Dordt, or the Westminster Confession of Faith, or reflect the successive Acts of Synod
of the Reformed Churches of New Zealand. On the other hand, care is taken to ensure
that articles and opinions do not directly contradict the official position of the Reformed
Churches as contained in the above sources without attention being called to that fact.
NB: In line with common publishing practice Faith in Focus reserves the right to publish
the names of all contributors with their articles, unless compelling reasons are given to
the editor for not doing so. This applies to both print and online versions.
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20th-century New Zealand Christians we should know about
Josh Rogers

Robert Wardlaw: a
defender of the faith
In the early twentieth century many
churches had their struggles with
theological liberalism, the system of
thought in which the existence of the
supernatural is denied, supposedly
because science has advanced to the
point where we can no longer remain
intelligent people and believe in events
or ideas that cannot be substantiated
scientifically. Miracles, such as those
recorded in the Bible, are also ruled
out by this. The conflict between
liberalism and orthodoxy, which defends
the existence of the supernatural,
reached a climax in New Zealand a bit
later than it did in Europe or the United
States of America.
In 1967, Professor Lloyd Geering, of
the Theological Hall, Knox College, of
the Presbyterian Church of Aotearoa
New Zealand, was charged with heresy
by Robert Wardlaw and Rev. R. J. Blaikie
before a meeting of the General
Assembly of the PCANZ. The Assembly
judged that Geering was not guilty of
doctrinal error and the charges were
dismissed. So ended one of the most
tumultuous episodes in the history of
the Presbyterian church in New Zealand.
Robert Wardlaw, sadly, is not
well-known but is of interest in his own
right as well as for participating in the
famous trial.
Robert Wardlaw was born into a
Christian home in Brisbane, Australia,
in 1914 and had six brothers and one
sister. As Robert’s family was not well
off, he left school at a young age during
the Great Depression to run bicycle
errands for an advertising company.
Robert made a business of advertising
and engaged in this for the remainder
of his working life. The only exception
to this was during the Second World
War, when he served as a YMCA field
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officer in the Pacific region.
Organisations such as the YMCA and
the Red Cross busied themselves with
the welfare of both combatants on both
sides, as well as non-combatants. This
ranged from entertainment, such as
setting up and running cinemas, in order
to raise morale, such as distributing
parcels and mail from home, to serious
welfare cases, including providing
emergency clothing, food, water, and
medical supplies. They also set up
buildings for worship services.
Robert had married Evelyn Brodie in
1936 and they had two children, John
and Jennifer. After the War ended, they
moved to Auckland, where he
established Wardlaw Advertising. When
colour television was introduced,
Wardlaw Advertising set up a subsidiary
business, Advertising Photography,
recording advertisements in 16mm film
with magnetic sound rather than the
much more expensive 35mm film with
analogue sound. This had been the
standard in other nations whose higher
populations with wider distribution of
advertising justified the expense. Robert
had travelled overseas in 1964 to
purchase this equipment. This was at a
time when air travel was still slow,
expensive, and unreliable, and the usual
alternative, travel by sea, was even
slower and more expensive, although
pretty safe.1
Robert recorded his own voice for
advertising and occasionally employed
family members as models. Even while
semi-retired, he maintained an active
role in hands-on work in the production
of printed advertisements, developing
film in his own dark-room at home and
cutting and pasting advertisements on
the dining table.
He was constantly making and

Robert Wardlaw

Robert is described as
principled and having an
uncomplicated faith in
the literal word of
Scripture.
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Having seen how Robert
used his influence, both
in the sacred and the
secular spheres, should
give us cause to
consider how we too
can seek to address ills
in society.
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pottering about with things at home.
He bought a camcorder when they were
first available for sale and recorded
footage of family activities. Family
members tell of their memories of him
designing both the family home and the
retirement home. This included driving
on Saturdays from central Auckland to
the bach on the Whangaparaoa
peninsula with bags of concrete over
the newly-finished Auckland Harbour
Bridge. As there was then no motorway,
that drive would have taken some time.
There are other memories of Robert’s
extensive correspondence including
news of social and church events to his
children when they spent some time
overseas.
Robert was an elder at the time of
the Geering controversy and a member
of the Westminster Fellowship when it
was re-formed in south Auckland in
1961. By 1966 both the print and
broadcast media had become obsessed
with the controversy in the
otherwise-inconspicuous Presbyterian
Church and the issue attracted a great
deal of interest on television and
newspapers in both New Zealand and
Australia. With the development of new
communications technology, coverage
from the David Frost Show in the United
Kingdom and Christianity Today and
Time Magazine in the United States of
America aroused interest around the
world, especially among the major
Christian evangelical denominations.
Robert is described as principled and
having an uncomplicated faith in the
literal word of Scripture. So it was that
he would not stand for Geering’s
ambiguous statements regarding God
and the supernatural, the divine
inspiration of the Bible, the divine nature
and power of Jesus Christ, the factuality
of Jesus’ resurrection, and the reality of
eternity to come.
If Geering had not held and
expressed the opinions that he had,
Robert would likely not have been as
well-known as he is. Accordingly, we
need to address the Geering controversy
at some length. There is a long list of
controversial and downright heretical
statements that Geering has made over
the years, many more no doubt in the
numerous books which he has written
that fill the shelves of the ‘religion’
category in new and second-hand
bookshops alike. I give below sample
statements of Geering as he gave them
and for which he was arraigned on

charges of heresy so that the reader
can see exactly what he said.
‘The fundamentalists … cling to …
a miracle-working Christ, a
supernatural God, an infallible Bible
… But faith should not rest on
these things.’ Outlook, ‘Knowledge
or faith’, June 25, 1966 (Outlook
was the denominational magazine
of the PCANZ.)
‘The uniqueness of the Bible is not
to be explained in terms of
inspiration or revealed knowledge.
To turn the Bible into a source of
infallible knowledge is to idolize it.
Because the Bible was written by
human witnesses, it reflects the
language, customs, and current
beliefs of their time.’ Outlook, ‘The
word of God and the Bible, from
‘What does the resurrection mean?’
Question: ‘Was Christ God?’
Answer: ‘I don’t think Christ can
ever be identified with God.’
Q: ‘Was he a miracle-worker?’
A: ‘No.’ TV interview, September
29, 1966
‘The resurrection of Jesus is not
dependent upon what happened
to the dead body of Jesus.’ ‘The
Christian is not being inconsistent
if he concludes that the body of
Jesus returned somewhere to dust.’
The empty tomb – fact or fiction?
Outlook, July 9, 1966
‘If we believe the incarnation to
be real then the body of Jesus of
Nazareth was of this same dust,
and when He died that body too
returned somewhere to dust.’ The
resurrection – what does it mean?
Outlook, April 2, 1966
Q: ‘If you say he has no soul but
there is hope, what form of any
existence hereafter can he hope
for?’
A: ‘Man cannot see what form it
would take, and as far as he can
see it would take no form at all.
That is why we are completely
agnostic about what lies beyond
death.’ Interview, Weekly News
During the course of the debate at
the meeting of the General Assembly,
Faith in Focus
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Wardlaw quoted the Bible more than
a hundred times. Geering did not quote
it once, even with the false statements
that he was making. Despite his
statements, the General Assembly found
him not guilty of the charge of heresy.
In Robert’s presentation of the
charges, he gave an admirable defence
of the duty of clergy to promote the
truth and rebuke those knowingly
advancing falsehood. I quote:
There ‘have been various
accusations that ... our motivation
… has been that of blind bigotry
of ignorance and that the charges
have been brought vindictively
because of an intolerant and
persecuting spirit. … Emotive talk
about heresy-hunting, witchhunting and a ‘rabid clamour for
blood’ is an [sic] inimical as
anything we can think of, to an
unbiassed attitude. Many
impressionable members of the
Church will have been needlessly
influenced towards the feeling that
they may be obstructing progress
if they support our charges.
Robert goes on to defend the charges
as directed against Geering’s statements,
not his person, and of returning the
discussion to its proper subject of aspects
of the Christian faith, not topics of
academic debate, as some of Geering’s
supporters had suggested. In contrast to
putting ‘a spherical world in place of a
flat one’, Robert says ‘We are trying to
stop the earth being passed off as
heaven.’
He was an able debater, cutting
through the smoke and mirrors that
Geering’s supporters put up to defend
him. They had apparently alleged that
he was ‘a poor theologian who is just
trying his innocent best to help’. Robert’s
reply was that Geering knew exactly
what he would achieve when, instead
of engaging in a discussion with Robert
which had been proposed by a weekend
newspaper, which he declined, he went
straight to the news media with his own
opinions which were then unchallenged.
As a result of the judgment, Robert,
who had been chairman of the
Presbyterian Laymen’s Association,
resigned from the PCANZ. However, he
was not yet finished with the promotion
of truth in the public sphere. There were
a number of instances when he worked
quietly to promote orthodox Christianity.
Faith in Focus Volume 46/9 October 2019

In 1991, at the age of 77, he lodged
a complaint with Television New
Zealand about a situation comedy then
broadcast in seven episodes. The
comedy, Waiting for God, was set in a
retirement village and frequently used
blasphemy gratuitously. Robert argued
that it mocked the elderly and that
advertisements for it were broadcast
during the day when there was a
reasonable expectation that children
would see them and be affected by
them. In response, TVNZ acknowledged
the part of the complaint that related
to the advertisements, but not the
remainder of the complaint about the
blasphemy itself, stating that the
‘smattering of coarse language’ was
consistent with the satire of the comedy.
They believed that although a small
number of viewers might be offended
they did not consider that number great
enough for it to constitute a breach of
decency as understood by the wider
population.
Robert was not satisfied with the
response and, maintaining that the use
of the Lord’s name as an interjection
contravened the Television Code of
Broadcasting Practice, lodged a
complaint with the Broadcasting
Standards Authority. Without going into
too much detail, the BSA concluded
that the blasphemy referred to did not
amount to indecent use of language,
citing the general approval of the
viewers.2
Having seen how Robert used his
influence, both in the sacred and the
secular spheres, should give us cause to
consider how we too can seek to address
ills in society. There are those among
us who contribute to the work of the
Gideons or mark test papers for prisoners
studying the Gospel. Many are involved
in business, politics, the military, or the
legal or medical professions. These are
all ways in which we can seek to
influence others for good.
We do need to remember, though,
the distinction between what is our time
and what is our employer’s time. We
are paid for a reason and for most of
us that isn’t to preach the Gospel. For
many of us, it will be through
conversations around the smoko table
or in the van on the way to the next
job that we are best able to speak to
others about spiritual things. The
relationships developed and the time
spent with unbelievers often lead to
opportunities to speak to them about

our faith. Often there will be
opportunities to speak to them about
viewing things Biblically rather than
opportunities to evangelise them
specifically. Do we take these up? How
do we use our own time to advance
the Gospel? Ezekiel 33 speaks of the
watchman’s duty to warn others of the
danger to come. Do we talk to our
neighbours over the fence or other
parents while watching our children play
netball or soccer? Do we read and study
and talk to other believers to prepare
ourselves for such opportunities? Do we
take opportunities gently to correct
wrong ideas about God, the Bible and
God’s work in history?
I don’t want to be all negative, as
my questions above might imply. Many
of us already do talk to others of spiritual
things. Let us continue in this work and
pray God’s blessing on it and for the
salvation of our countrymen.
1 My own grandmother, en route from the UK
to New Zealand in the late 1940’s, had to
wait for three weeks in Aden, Yemen, while
the ship she was travelling on was repaired
after a serious fire. She was unhurt.
2 The whole judgment can be read online at
https://bsa.govt.nz/oldsite/assets/PDFDecisions/1991/46-9104101991Robert-JWardlaw.pdf. It provides interesting, though
disappointing insights into how such decisions
are arrived at.

Mr Josh Rogers is a member of the
Reformed Church in Pukekohe.
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ments – Orange simply worked his way
through books of the Bible, interpreting
them in such a way that the young
people found “fascinating”. One man
later remembered Orange’s ability to
hold a group of youths “spellbound”,
even on Leviticus.
Orange did not possess the kind of
personality you would expect in a leader
of men if you subscribe to today’s ideas
about leadership. He was an intensely
spiritual man, given to prayer – a reader
and a thinker. He did not much like
gimmicks, and his idea of fun would
probably leave today’s youth groups
cold. But he loved his audience. He
had a special passion for reaching out
to young men and discipling them in
the faith, very much in the mould of
Charles Simeon of Cambridge, a century
before him. He was a great story-teller
and most certainly had a good sense of
humour. His audience loved him.
Because Orange was a home-grown
New Zealander, I think it’s encouraging
to reflect on his life, and what made
him such a help in the lives of others.
The kinds of influences that God used
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Christchurch and worked in two different
department stores, while being part of
the St John’s Latimer Square congregation during the ministries of two
evangelical vicars. He attended church
three times on a Sunday, sang in the
choir and taught Sunday School. He
had serious, intensive daily devotions,
often prayed in the Cathedral during
hjs lunchtimes, and also attended the
vicar’s Bible study. He was put off by
the “utter godlessness” of his peers,
repelled by “vulgar” talk, and bored by
conversations about boxing, racing and
girls. Orange never married, but it would
be true to say his life was full of people,
and that he became the spiritual father
to many. Like Charles Simeon before
him and John Stott after him, he busied
himself with bringing up the next
generation of spiritual children.
He was intensely interested in the
salvation of those who did not yet
believe, and spent much time praying
for their conversion. He was drawn to
the Open Brethren, as he was impressed
by their knowledge of the Bible, and
always took an interest in Christians of

PRECENTOR ATTHECHRISTC
CATHEDRAL (1949-1962)

Theprecentor ina cathedral is the cle
responsiblefor the direction ofchora
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other evangelical denominations. During
his early years in Christchurch he
became increasingly aware of differing
emphases within Anglicanism, and was
put off by both high church practice
and “modernist” theology. Since
boyhood he had sensed a call to the
ministry, and so studied for a B.A. and
a Licentiate in Theology at College
House (the theological college in
Christchurch) during the First World
War. This included Greek and Hebrew
(he learned the latter from the local
rabbi) and narrowly missed qualifiying
for his M.A. when he failed a paper in
Syriac. He had a serious difference over
the relative importance of the ministry
of the Word versus the sacraments with
the principal of the college, who was a
committed Anglo-Catholic and who told
Orange that he was “not fit to be
ordained.”
However, ordained Orange was, and
after a period as curate in Sydenham,
and a two-year world trip as tutor to a
wealthy heir, he served as Vicar of
Waikari from 1924-30. It was there that
he established his lifelong pattern of
careful expository preaching. In the
mornings his texts were those prescribed
in the church’s lectionary; and in the
evening, texts which highlighted major
biblical teachings, such as the new birth.
He prayed a great deal for the
congregation, and for the salvation of
their souls. There was a dramatic
increase in church attendance in the
parish, and he saw this – and the first
conversion of an unbeliever – as God’s
answer to his ongoing prayer. He
continued to read widely and deeply –
Charles Simeon and Bishop J.C. Ryle
were some of his favourite authors. Over
the years his library grew to some 15,000
volumes (though it may have been as
many as 30,000 according to one
account). Particularly well-read in the
early church fathers, Orange was,
however, a Reformation man
theologically. While not a through-going
Calvinist he was considered to be
“generally Reformed.”
In 1930 he was made Vicar of
Sumner, and this began his extraordinary
Christchurch ministry. In the diocese
itself he was a lonely figure, standing
largely isolated among mainly highchurch and liberal-leaning clergy. At
General Synods, he sat at the back and
almost never spoke. He quietly carried
on his weekly preaching ministry, and
gained encouragement from his contact
Faith in Focus Volume 46/9 October 2019

with evangelical people in a range of
denominations. Orange had interaction
with Anglicans in the Sydney diocese,
and visited there several times. He felt
they were more academic in their
theological pursuits, and more ready to
engage in polemics, so he was not
completely at one with their direction.
He had good interactions with
evangelical men in the Nelson diocese;
and in time, some of the younger men
he discipled while in Christchurch took
up ministry in that diocese.
Orange was very active in the
Evangelical Unions which began in New
Zealand in 1930 as a result of the visit
of Dr Howard Guinness from the InterVarsity Fellowship in Britain. A frequent
speaker at Christian student gatherings
and conferences, Orange became
known up and down the country and
a much-loved figure. As an adviser,
encourager and role model for students
he played a major part in the
development of evangelical Christianity
in New Zealand for decades until his
death in 1966.
In the assessment of one of our own
contemporaries, evangelical Presbyterian
church historian Stuart Lange,
“Orange’s example of ‘spiritual’
evangelicalism and of devotional biblical
exposition left its mark on people of
many denominations. His widest
influence was through the EUs and IVF.
He spoke regularly at the Canterbury
EU, at least once a year in each of the
other three university EUs, and
frequently at EU house parties and
national IVF conferences. In those
settings, Orange’s preaching was often
received with awe, and his model of
devotional biblical exposition helped
shape the future ministries of
Evangelicals in many denominations.
Graham Miller [a Presbyterian minister],
for instance, who later became a noted
Convention speaker, was greatly
impressed as a young man by Orange.
Like Orange, he spoke quietly, with
polished language, rich imagery and
great spiritual intensity. Orange’s public
support for the EUs and IVF made an
important contribution to that movement’s growth.”
Over the years Orange very actively
discipled generations of young men who
later entered the ordained ministry –
probably around 40 altogether.
Collectively, they became known as
“Orange Pips”. Their affection for
“Pekoe” (after Orange Pekoe tea), as

There is much in
Orange’s life and
ministry to hearten us.
We can sense a
likemindedness in the
way he thought, the
priorities he set, and the
clear focus he had on
Christ and his Word.
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they called him, was great. They
included Roger Thompson (a leading
evangelical postwar vicar of St Martin’s
in Christchurch), Maurice Goodall (later
Dean of the Cathedral and Bishop of
Christchurch), Maurice Betteridge (later
principal of Ridley College in
Melbourne), Maxwell Wiggins (later a
bishop in Africa), John Meadowcroft,
and Wallace Marriott. A typical pattern
was for young men to have been
awakened to the faith through the
Crusaders organization in high school,
and to pass on to Christian groups such
as EU on the university campus, where
many came to know Orange.
After leaving Sumner in 1946 he was
appointed the first warden of Tyndale
House, an evangelical residential
conference centre in the Cashmere hills.
Orange apparently disagreed with the
centre's founder, a Brethren
businessman, L. B. Miller, over its
purpose and philosophy and left in 1947.
He then became acting precentor and
(in 1949) precentor of Christchurch
cathedral. In 1951 he was made an
honorary canon of the cathedral, and
from 1954 to 1960 was chaplain of the
Cathedral Grammar School. Retiring in

1963, he was appointed the first warden
of Latimer House, an evangelical library
and study centre in Waimairi Road, near
the new University of Canterbury
buildings at Ilam. His own library formed
the foundation of Latimer’s library.
Overall, it is clear that Orange was
a deeply godly man who had a great
influence for good, and who used it
well for the furtherance of the
evangelical faith in New Zealand in the
early-mid twentieth century. He was a
faithful prayer, an effective preacher,
and by all accounts a very gifted Bible
teacher. He had many opportunities for
the encouragement of Christians across
denominations, though was a committed
and faithful Anglican, leaving a legacy
in the Christchurch and Nelson dioceses
that extends to the present day.
There is much in Orange’s life and
ministry to hearten us. We can sense a
likemindedness in the way he thought,
the priorities he set, and the clear focus
he had on Christ and his Word. What
he was trying to do at Waikari and
Sumner and among the young men he
was discipling are the kinds of things
we would want to be doing as Christians
in our own time and place. But in

addition, the fact that he often felt lonely
in his own church setting, and faced
opposition to his emphases on biblical
truth and transformed lives, should
remind us that every generation of
Christians faces hostlity when they try
to follow Christ faithfully. There are
surely ways we can learn from them.
They didn’t always get everything right,
but what they did do well is almost
always instructive.
Notes
1 Most of the material in this article is derived
from Stuart Lange’s A Rising Tide: Evangelical
Christianity in New Zealand 1930-65 (Otago
University Press, Dunedin, 2013)
2 Lange, p., 69
3 See The Book of Common Prayer, 1662, The
Calendar with the Table of Lessons.
4 Lange, pp. 68-9
5 A precentor is a person in charge of preparing
worship services in larger Anglican churches.
6 https://teara.govt.nz/en/biographies/4o7/orangewilliam-alfred, accessed 19th August 2019.
Encyclopedia of New Zealand.

Mrs Sally Davey is a member of the
Reformed Church in Dovedale,
Christchurch and Sub-editor of Faith in
Focus.
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Two books to read
for encouragement
Some of you have a similar story to
mine: I grew up in the 1960s and 70s
in a mainline Protestant church
(Anglican, in my case). I came to believe
in Christ in 1973, and spent the next
ten years learning about the Scriptures
and searching for the right kind of
spiritual home. In the course of that
search other Christians taught me a lot
about church history, and I came to
understand where I fit in the unfolding
story of Christ’s church.
8

Naturally, being young, I knew – or
thought I did – what all right-thinking
Christians should do about their
situations if they had grown up in a
liberal mainline church. They should do
as I did! That is, go find a church which
taught the truth. Of course that may
well be the right response to hardened
unbelief in a denomination. But I have
discovered, over the years, that I was
both tactless (I hurt and offended my
parents) and, to some extent, ignorant.

I simply did not know enough about
the efforts of several generations of
faithful Christians before me who had
tried to speak the truth in a hostile
setting.
Moreover, there had been cause for
optimism in the postwar period. During
the 1950s and 60s there was
considerable growth in church
attendance. It was not uncommon for
churches to have congregations
numbering in the several hundreds, with
Faith in Focus
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Sunday Schools of similar size. That
would seem huge by today’s standards.
There were conversions and other signs
of spiritual interest. The Billy Graham
crusade of 1959 saw many new believers
being added to faithful churches up and
down the country.
Sadly, the 1970s saw a trend away
from the biblical faith due to continued
liberalism, the attraction of other
activities, and the effect of the
charismatic movement. Many churches
went into a seemingly irreversible
decline. That led believers like me to
abandon the churches of our upbringing
in search of churches where the truth
could be found. Many of us who ended
up in reformed kinds of churches simply
could not understand those who stayed.
(To be fair, it looked, by the mid-1980s,
as if the battle had well and truly been
lost.)
In recent years, however, I have read
several books which have increased my
respect for the New Zealand Christians
who laboured away faithfully in the two
generations before me. Let me introduce
them.
The first book is the one referred to
in my other article in this issue, A Rising
Tide: Evangelical Christianity in New
Zealand 1930-65, by Stuart M. Lange.
This was Lange’s PhD thesis at the
University of Otago, and in many
respects he is telling his own story –
and mine as well. Lange is a Presbyterian
minister, and also a lecturer at Laidlaw
College (formerly the Bible College of
New Zealand). The book traces the story
of the evangelical faith in New Zealand,
mainly through Anglican and
Presbyterian churches (because these
were the largest Protestant churches in
New Zealand at the time), though he
also refers to the contributions of
Brethren and Baptist Christians.
It is a compelling story, told with
gratitude for the lives of these Christian
people. Some of the names he mentions
were vaguely familiar to me from the
more distant past – and others were
those whose ministries had begun before
the end of the story, but who were in
mid-life or older by the time I came to
believe myself. One aspect of Lange’s
account which I found gratifying was
his emphasis on the local sources of
teaching and encouragement that gave
rise to evangelical faith. It was possible
(in places) to become a Christian and
to be taught well without needing to
rely on overseas sources of instruction!
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For the last 30-40 years it has been
common for us to assume we need to
turn to American or British books,
sermons, podcasts, visiting speakers, to
grow in our faith (especially if we don’t
enjoy good preaching each week).
Certainly, these have been enormously
helpful to many of us, especially those
Christians who do not live within striking
distance of a good church. But good
teaching is available right here – and in
fact it always has been, in significant
pockets. The existence of the Evangelical
Fellowship within the Anglican Church
and the Westminster Fellowship in the
Presbyterian Church attests to this.
One of the nicest things about Lange’s
book is the way he depicts the major
characters in the narrative. He does this
with wit, charm – and sympathy. And
he is remarkably succinct. I thought I
would share a couple of quotations so
that you can see what I mean.
Here is Lange on Professor Edward
Musgrave Blaiklock, Chair of the Classics
Department at Auckland University,
president of the Baptist Union, writer
of books on apologetics, and warm
supporter of Christian student
organisations: “The most eloquent and
learned exponent of evangelical
Christian ‘rationalism’ in New Zealand
was Professor Blaiklock. In his 1952 IVF
presidential address, he spoke of his
concern for rationality in Christian faith,
especially among Christian university
students … . ‘Our faith is a reasonable
one,’ he declared, and we must be
prepared to submit the tenets and
attitudes of religion to its test.’ Reason
is foundational to human nature, he
argued, and to deny its validity is ‘to
scorn the image of God within us.’…
Blaiklock … decried the ‘widespread
revolt against reason’ that was becoming
evident in modern art and literature,
which reflected ‘the insane theory that
the intellect is of no consequence.’ By
contrast, the rational Christian should
be ‘a fountain of sanity in a mad world.’
Blaiklock was troubled by any hint
of irrationality of thought or behavior
among evangelical students: it caused
him ‘pain’. It included ‘crudity of …
language’ and shallowness in public
prayer, ‘stupidity in exposition’, and
‘boisterous’ song-leading. Perhaps it was
unavoidable that such an erudite figure
as Blaiklock would be irritated by
anything that compromised gravitas or
clarity of thinking. Two decades on, he
would be moved to paroxysms of rage
9

and despair at the irrationality he
perceived in the neo-Pentecostal
movement: ‘The sound of hammering
on the nails that close the coffin of the
IVF is insistent in my ears. Lose the
intelligent and we lose the lot – and I
do know universities in four continents.”
And here, in Lange’s words, is Arthur
Gunn, an interesting man who was a
former Air Force pilot during World War
Two, an Edinburgh-trained Presbyterian
minister and former missionary in China
– and from 1961, minister of St Andrew’s
Presbyterian Church in Manurewa:
“Gunn was clearly an outstanding parish
minister. With considerable personal
presence, he preached strongly and was
always well-prepared … . Both in
preaching and in leadership style, he
was fairly authoritarian. He had
boundless energy and was prodigiously
hardworking – the epitome of an
evangelical activist. He had nothing of
the quietist streak that was in Graham
Miller. Whereas Miller was content to
leave some things to the sovereign
wisdom of God, Gunn preferred to
organize. He was diligent and effective
in pastoral visitation, and organized a
large team of twenty-eight elders to do
likewise. He had another team of
volunteers to deliver a newsletter to
those who had missed church. Every
Sunday night after church a different
elder would be organized to bring
people in his pastoral district to the
manse for supper.
At a personal level he was friendly,
relaxed and affable, with a strong sense
of humour. He was also an outspoken
advocate of conservative evangelical
views, and a fearless polemicist… Gunn
showed no deference to those who saw
themselves as the leading lights of the
PCNZ … Gunn was not motivated by
anger or hostility, but by cool-headed
conviction: he was matter-of-fact, and
not intense. He was not trying to be
provocative, just standing up for what
he believed; as a strong individualist,
he was unfazed by hostile reactions.”
And there is much, much more …
it’s fascinating.
The second book is A Day’s March
Nearer Home, which is a collection of
the personal memoirs of Graham Miller,
one of the leading evangelical ministers
in the Presbyterian Church of New
Zealand in the twentieth century. Miller
was the son of Thomas Miller, the wellknown Dunedin minister, and the
brother of another, Rob. Miller could
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be described as calm, erudite, and an
outstanding preacher. He was also very
effective as a gracious, steady defender
of the faith. He battled for decades in
the General Assemblies of the
Presbyterian Church, arguing the case
against liberal theology and initiatives
toward church union, knowing these
would dilute the essentials of the
Westminster standards. He ended his
years of ministry as Principal of the
Melbourne Bible Institute and with a
term of service as a missionary in the
New Hebrides (soon to become Vanuatu)
– which had a long association with the
Presbyterian Church of New Zealand.
The memoirs are very personal and
interesting, telling the story of Miller’s
life and ministry with self-effacing
graciousness, as you would expect from
such a man. You will look in vain for
frank assessments of a derogatory nature;
and at controversial moments of his
story, names are not mentioned. This
discretion may be somewhat frustrating
– but it suggests a measured, careful
approach and concern for the honour
of Christ and others.
Miller’s autobiography was edited by
Iain Murray, a close personal friend of
Miller’s, and published by Banner of
Truth. If you are interested in what life
was like in the Presbyterian Church of
New Zealand in the first two-thirds of
the twentieth century, you will find this
a very illuminating read indeed. (And
you will be spiritually edified as well).
Notes
1 Stuart Lange, A Rising Tide: Evangelical
Christianity in New Zealand 1930-1965 (Otago
University Press, Dunedin, 2013).
2 Lange, pp. 133-4
3 A New Zealander, he went to study at the Free
Church of Scotland’s New College because
there were no facilities for married men with
children at Knox College at the time.
4 Lange, pp. 185-6
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Philip den Boer

Petrus Plancius
Petrus Plancius – his role in the Dutch
Golden Age and the Reformed Church in
the Netherlands some 400 years ago.
Plancius becomes a preacher
In the history of map making, Petrus
Plancius plays a prominent role, and for
this he has the attention of the world.
But for his role as a preacher in
Amsterdam, in exposing Arminius’ false
teachings, in mission work and Bible
translation; he rarely rates a mention.
Let us discover something of God’s
awesome work which He did in using
this man for the advancement of His
kingdom.
Plancius was born in Belgium in 1552,
during the fiery years of persecution and
oppression. The Roman Catholic Church
was being challenged by the Protestants,
and Calvin’s teachings began to have a
tremendous impact. In particular one
can think of Guido de Bres, who was
born 30 years earlier and would die by
hanging when Plancius was 15 years
old. Plancius was given the name Pieter
Platevoet (in English we would call him
Peter Flatfoot), who Latinised his name,
as many men who studied Latin in those
days did.
Plancius’ father was a wealthy man
who turned his back on the Roman
Catholic Church and became Reformed.
He sent his son to study in Germany
and England where he studied theology
as well as cartography (map making) –
not just of the earth but also of the
stars.
In 1576, at the age of 24 years old,
he was ordained as a minister of God’s
word, and preached in his homeland.
It was during this year that the
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Pacification of Ghent gave the Reformed
some breathing space and the preaching
could occur openly. But the hostility of
the King of Spain, Philip II, and the
Roman Catholic authorities did not stand
by idly. Increasingly life became
dangerous, and death was often at the
doorstep of the Reformed in Belgium.
Preaching here for nine years was all
that God allowed Plancius in Belgium,
before God closed the door. In 1585
the Spanish troops took control, and
bound Belgium to the Roman Catholic
religion, forcing some 60,000 people to
move north to the Netherlands,
including Plancius. Despite wanting to
return to preach, he was never able to
do so.
Many fled to Amsterdam, and it is
here that they begged Plancius to preach,
which he did, for almost forty years.
Plancius and Arminius
It was only a couple of years after
Plancius was ordained as minister in
Amsterdam that a young man presented
himself to the Amsterdam consistory and
Amsterdam city councillors for the
purpose of becoming a minister. It was
the Amsterdam city officials who had
sponsored this man to study in Geneva,
on the condition that he was to become
one of their ministers if he passed the
examination. His name was Jacobus
Arminius. Together with four other
ministers, Plancius examines this young
man and he passed his examination. At
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this stage there were no red flags in
regard to his thoughts on biblical
doctrine. That came in 1591, when
Arminius came to chapter seven in his
sermon series on the book of Romans.
Here Paul deals with his struggles against
sin. Both Luther and Calvin taught that
Paul is talking here as a man redeemed
by Christ and being renewed by the
Holy Spirit. But Arminius taught that
Paul is here talking as an unregenerate
man. Plancius challenged him, “how
can a man dead in sin fight against sin?”
The matter eventually became official,
and while the church council had
difficulties with Arminius, the city council
(who controlled the purse strings) and
who were more in favour of harmony
and tolerance, told the ministers to stop
making a fuss, and for Arminius not to
teach any strange thing (as far as Arminius
was concerned it was not strange!).
Two years later and Arminius is up
to Romans chapter nine. Here he made
some statements that raised questions
about children and sin which conflicted
with the teaching on predestination. This
time the matter never got further than
the consistory, which was satisfied with
the explanation of Arminius. While
accusations continued to be raised
against Arminius, the Amsterdam
consistory never dealt with the
accusations against his preaching again.
Despite the tension that arose
between Plancius and Arminius over the
above doctrinal issues, they worked
profitably together on many pastoral
issues. And that was considerable!
Amsterdam was going through an
economic boom, the population was
growing rapidly, they had to deal with
a considerable number of refugees, and
then there was the plague.
The plague had affected and ended
the life of two professors at the
Theological University at Leiden.
Franciscus Gomarus was on his own
and pleaded desperately for their
replacements. Arminius was chosen to
replace one of them.
This Plancius would not leave
unchallenged. He wrote to the
authorities. He wrote to many people.
He wrote to Gomarus who would have
to examine Arminius. The time came
for the examination and Gomarus could
find nothing to stop Arminius becoming
a professor. In my mind comes a picture
of Gomarus scratching his head and
saying “thanks Plancius, I could do with
your help here, but I could not fault
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him and he professes to adhere to the
creeds and confessions.” That situation
would soon change and Gomarus would
come out breathing fire.
Arminius could no longer hold back.
He felt strongly that his theological
system (which was still developing) was
more accurate to Scripture and it would
be wrong of him to not teach it.
Plancius continued to sound out
warnings from the pulpit in Amsterdam.
It became a hot topic of discussion by
the people on the streets. Further
Plancius became a driving force to have
the students of Arminius specially tested
before being admitted to the office of
preacher.
After the death of Arminius, his
followers drew up five statements of
remonstrance based on the teaching of
Arminius. The authorities of Holland
tried to stop the attacks on Arminius’
followers (the Remonstrants) and the
subjection of their students to special
examination.
This led to the movement of the
Counter Remonstrance led by Plancius.
In 1611 they were allowed to present
to the government their position, and
the Remonstrants their position in
writing. This information was collated
into a book of 440 pages.
While Plancius was not a participant
at the Synod of Dort 1618 / 1619, he
helped to prepare a path for this event.
The Synod gave him the task to help
translate the Bible from the original
languages into Dutch, a task which he
began till God took him away.
Plancius and the Dutch Golden
Age
Around the time that the struggle with
Arminius began, Plancius was investing
and involved in a local trading company.
It was a company which would propel
Holland into different parts of the world.
Its name? Compagnie van Verre
(Company of Far Lands). Plancius did
not hold back when it came to what
this company would do, and he taught
the captains navigation skills for which
he was paid handsomely.
For some time the Dutch sea trade
involved a confined pattern close to
home. The Dutch salted herring would
be sold along the Baltic coast (going
north) to Germany and the Scandinavian
countries. Here they would load grain
and then travel south to Spain and
Portugal where they unloaded the grain
and took on the spices and other items
which (especially Portugal) had obtained

from places like India and took them
to Holland, and the process would then
be repeated.
Plancius’ gifts came in very handy in
relation to the workings of the
Compagnie van Verre. Even so, authors
are still puzzled as to how he could get
all this information and come up with
greatly improved maps. Perhaps it had
to do with his skill in languages, his
lively and energetic nature in working
with people, telling them how to record
information (such as patterns of stars in
far off places) and then mapping the
lands and stars to steer the ships by.
He had a knack of getting people to
get information to him – even if it meant
spying. It is in this way that he also got
hold of the trading secrets of the
Portuguese (and copies of Arminius’
correspondence?). The Company of Far
Lands joined another company, and
together they became a roaring success,
exploring different routes and finding
trading possibilities across the world.
Plancius continued to gather
information, to improve the maps, to
learn about the different peoples of the
earth, their customs, and their products.
Now another task came into view.
Mission to the peoples of the earth. For
many, Plancius was not only the father
of Dutch cartography, but also the father
of Dutch mission work. A fact which
today’s Arminians find ironical because
of his “extreme” views on predestination,
whereas Arminius did not promote
mission work. Plancius’ busyness did get
him into trouble at times. To the
annoyance of his fellow ministers and
congregation his sermons were not
always prepared and he spent a great
part of the sermon on sea voyages!
We can be very thankful for the work
that our Heavenly Father did through
Plancius, the fruit of which we may
enjoy today.
Resources
1 Arminius – a study in the Dutch Reformation
by Carl Bangs
2 Crisis in the Reformed Churches, P Y De Jong,
Editor.
3 http://www.placefortruth.org/blog/petrusplancius-%E2%80%93-theologian-andgeographer
4 Appendix D, Crisis in the Reformed Churches.
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Letter to the editor

Teaching Boys
to Fight
Dear Sir,
I write regarding the article “Teaching
Boys to Fight” by Clarence Bouwman,
published in the Faith in Focus, volume
46/6, July 2019. While some elements
of this piece are excellent, the exclusive
focus on men and boys is a product
of culture, and biblically unwarranted.
There is no suggestion in Scripture that
women have no need to fight the good
fight, or that the devil restricts his attacks
to men. The foundational passage of
the article, Ephesians 6:10-18, is not
gendered. And yet the article repeatedly
refers solely to boys, sons, men, and
fathers (moms get two cursory mentions
in parentheses). Some will defend this
by pointing to character differences
between men and women; claiming it
is more fitting for men to be assertive,
combative and protective, and for
women to be receptive, sweet and
complaisant. However, we owe these
ideas much more to ingrained
patriarchal culture than to any biblical
concepts of manhood and womanhood.
Bouwman draws two implications
from the Ephesians passage: 1) fighting
and risking oneself for the protection
of others, and 2) training the next
generation to become tomorrow’s
fighters. He applies these implications
to men/boys in pointedly genderspecific language. In the Bible,
however, we read about Shiphrah and
Puah, Rahab, Jehosheba, Deborah,
Abigail, Ruth, Esther, Prisca and more;
these women showed courage and
initiative, and willingly put themselves
at risk – in some cases risking their
lives – for the protection of others.
History also tells us of female martyrs,
who along with their male counterparts
paid the ultimate price for holding fast
to their faith. As for women training
the next generation to do spiritual
battle, we have a notable example in
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Timothy, whose faith was cultivated by
his mother and grandmother (2 Timothy
1:5, 3:14-15). Also, much of the
parenting wisdom in Proverbs is either
ungendered or refers to both parents
(Proverbs 1:8; 6:20; 22:6,15;
29:15,17).
This article attempts to blend an
ungendered, metaphorical biblical text
with macho tropes about literal physical
combat. It deliberately ignores the fact
that female Christians must also
"wrestle" against the spiritual forces of
evil, and must also be courageous,
determined, selfless, and resilient.
Personally, I have always found
Ephesians 6 to be a stirring passage,
inspiring me to greater vigour in pursuit
of godliness. Reading this article, I
suddenly felt excluded, as though I had
been appropriating something that was
not for me. Of course there are many
articles and books aimed at women –
often based on passages such as Titus
2:3-5 and Proverbs 31 – and rightly
so. But where is the logic in writing an
article exclusively aimed at men based
on a Scripture passage about all
Christians? There is enough gender
confusion in the world already. It is
getting harder in the 21st century world
to stand firm in our identity as
Christians; it is not helpful to muddy
the waters with Victorian ideas about
masculinity and femininity. Let us all,
men and women, strive to establish
ourselves in a hostile world as soldiers
of the cross, so we may all be able to
stand against the schemes of the devil.
Lesley Pijpker
Member of the Reformed Church
of Dunedin

A response
I was somewhat flattered -and gratefulto learn that my article “Teaching Boys
to Fight” was reprinted in your excellent
magazine, Faith in Focus. I’m grateful
too that it generated discussion and
response.
It’s perhaps helpful to know that
the article was one in a series of at
least half a dozen articles I penned for
my congregation (Smithville, Canada)
as fruit of a monthly Dad’s Breakfast I
hosted for the congregation’s fathers
last winter. That begins to explain the
emphasis in my article on the masculine
half of the human population.
Furthermore, though Scripture and
history provide ample examples of
women who risked their lives to protect
others, the biblical norm is indisputably
that God has assigned to men
specifically the task of being protectors.
In the article in question I referenced
Gen 2:15 to illustrate the point. In an
earlier article in the series I referenced
other passages, including Gen 3:9,
where God after the fall in Paradise
“called to the man” for explanation
though it was the woman who
transgressed, and Eph 6:4 where Paul
lays upon fathers the responsibility for
domestic health. That men are to be
the leaders and so the protectors of
those entrusted to their care is certainly
no Victorian residue but is a biblical
norm today much attacked in our
ungendered western culture.
None of this is to say, of course,
that women should not take seriously
the apostolic instruction of Eph 6. Our
three sworn enemies -the devil, the
world, and our own flesh- attack
women as much as men, and so we
all need indeed to establish ourselves
in this hostile world as soldiers of the
cross. Let men set the example.
Clarence Bouwman

If you wish to view the articles
referred to, go to:
https://smithvillecanrc.ca/blog
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Letters from
New Zealand

Focus on faith
J C Ryle

D. G. Vanderpyl

Self-Inquiry
Part 5
Let me ask WHETHER WE EVER TRY
TO DO ANY GOOD IN THE WORLD?
Our Lord Jesus Christ was
continually “going around doing
good,” while He was on earth (Acts
10:38). The Apostles, and all the
disciples in Bible times, were always
striving to walk in His steps. A Christian
who was content to go to heaven
himself and cared not what became
of others, whether they lived happy
and died in peace or not, would have
been regarded as a kind of monster
in primitive times, who did not have
the Spirit of Christ.
Why should we suppose for a
moment that a lower standard will
suffice in the present day? Why should
fig trees which bear no fruit be spared
in the present day, when in our Lord's
time they were to be cut down as
“cumberers of the ground”? (Luke
13:7). These are serious inquiries, and
demand serious answers.
There is a generation of professing
Christians now-a-days, who seem to
know nothing of caring for their
neighbours, and are completely
swallowed up in the concerns of
number one – that is, their own and
their family’s. They eat, and drink, and
sleep, and dress, and work, and earn
money, and spend money, year after
year; and whether others are happy
or miserable, well or ill, converted or
unconverted, traveling towards heaven
or toward hell, appear to be questions
about which they are supremely
indifferent. Can this be right? Can it
be reconciled with the religion of Him
who spoke the parable of the good
Samaritan, and bade us “go and do
likewise”? (Luke 10:37). I doubt it
altogether.
There is much to be done
everywhere. There is not a place in
England where there is not a field for
work and an open door for being
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useful, if anyone is willing to enter it.
There is not a Christian in England
who cannot find some good work to
do for others, if he has only a heart
to do it. The poorest man or woman,
without a single penny to give, can
always show his deep sympathy to the
sick and sorrowful, and by simple
good-nature and tender helpfulness
can lessen the misery and increase the
comfort of somebody in this troubled
world.
But alas, the vast majority of
professing Christians, whether rich or
poor, Churchmen or Dissenters, seem
possessed with a devil of detestable
selfishness, and do not know the luxury
of doing good. They can argue by the
hour about baptism, and the Lord’s
supper, and the forms of worship, and
the union of Church and State, and
such-like dry-bone questions. But all
this time they seem to care nothing
for their neighbours. The plain practical
point, whether they love their
neighbour, as the Samaritan loved the
traveller in the parable, and can spare
any time and trouble to do him good,
is a point they never touch with one
of their fingers.
In too many English parishes, both
in town and country, true love seems
almost dead, both in church and
chapel, and wretched party-spirit and
controversy are the only fruits that
Christianity appears able to produce.
In a day like this, no reader should
wonder if I press this plain old subject
on his conscience. Do we know
anything of genuine Samaritan love to
others? Do we ever try to do any good
to any one beside our own friends
and relatives, and our own party or
cause? Are we living like disciples of
Him who always “went about doing
good,” and commanded His disciples
to take Him for their “example”? (John
13:15). If not, with what face shall we
meet Him in the judgment day? In
this matter also, how is it with our
souls? Once more I ask, “How do we
do?”

January/February 1984
The South Islanders again tried to hold
a Family Camp during the Christmas
holidays, but insufficient enrolments
forced them to cancel their plans.
Someone then came up with the idea
of' organising something else: “A retreat
for the Golden Oldies” in a Scout camp.
And so, if everyone in Dunedin, Oamaru
and Balclutha agreed to that splendid
idea of the Tromops, the older members
of these churches are going to have a
lovely weekend of fellowship and fun
together.
It appears that busloads of foreign
experts are travelling to the Netherlands
to find out why Dutch people living in
old people’s homes, are now the oldest
among 35 industrialised countries. The
average man can make it to 72 and his
spouse to almost 80. The secret seems
to be excellent meals, superb health-care
and a meaningful life-style. A Dutch
psychologist reasoned that the oldies in
Holland survived because they learned
to fight, working through a First and
then a Second World War plus an
economic crisis in between. According
to him, tensions, strains and crises do
help us to get older.
“And being a Christian is also a plus,”
he said.

March
It seems that New Year resolutions are
out of fashion. At our recent annual
Family Camp, everyone was asked to
hand in any resolutions they had made
for 1984. The best ones would be read
out on the eve of the New Year. Not
one resolution was handed in. However,
we did have our “oliebollen” and these
proved, as usual, to again be very
popular for old and young like. A band
of faithfuls prepared approximately 1400
of these and they disappeared within a
matter of hours.
Still, someone did pass on to me a list
of resolutions under the heading “How
to get along with people.” He got them
from Romans 12:
• Don’t magnify the faults of others,
while minimising your own,
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• Don’t minimise the virtues of others
and magnify your own,
• Don’t insinuate sordid motives to
another's acts,
• Don’t judge by appearances;
• Don’t lose a chance to laugh,
• Don’t indulge in personal
antipathies;
• Don’t try to get even,
• Don’t gossip,
• Don’t hold a grudge; and
• Don’t expect to get along with all
people all of the time.
The youngster who passed the list on
to me, told me that he had tried hard
for a whole month and in that time
he got more friends than he could
handle.
Family camp is something one must
experience to make a family come
back year after year after year. But
there are still many in our churches
who stay away from it. Reasons given
are varied; I have a suspicion that deep
down they are scared of something –
maybe a commitment; maybe the
week long sharing and having
fellowship with so many others, plus
a daily dose of Bible studies and
evening addresses might have an affect
on them one way or the other. But ...
those who have been always return
again for a repeat dose.
The Chinese have a nice little
proverb, which says: “The past is as
clear as the mirror and the tune as
dark as lacquer.” That lacquer still
covers the plans for church planting
North of Auckland. Recently, an appeal
was made to all members right across
New Zealand to pass on to the Home
Missions committee of the Auckland
Presbytery any names and addresses
of people who might be interested in
the establishment of another church
in that locality. A list of potential
contacts is presently being compiled
and these people will be visited
sometime early in the year.
Abridged

“The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of knowledge.”
Prov 1:7
THE REFORMED CHRISTIAN
SCHOOL ASSN
Invites applications for the
position of

PRIMARY TEACHER
YEARS 1-4
FULL TIME POSITION
The Silverstream Christian School
is a Christian school set up to
provide Christian education to
our covenant children. Our aim is
to develop a biblically consistent
world and life view in our students
based on the Reformed faith. We
believe this Reformed faith to be
the most accurate expression of
biblical Christianity.
Employment would commence at
the beginning of Term 3, 2019 or
Term 1, 2020.
Applicants must be committed
to the Reformed faith and to
Reformed Christian education.
This is an exciting opportunity
to be part of a vibrant covenant
community, and we look forward
to your application.
If you have any questions or would
like more information, please do
not hesitate to contact us. Please
forward your C.V. with 3 referees
to:
Contact details:

Geoff Doyle
Email:

board@silverstreamchristian.school.nz
Ph: (04) 9707659
Address: 8 Blue Mountains Road,
Silverstream, Upper Hutt 5019
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The Free Reformed School
Association (Tas) Inc.
invites applications for the
position of

Secondary Teacher
(English/Drama
specialisation preferred)
Fulltime or Part-time
Position available
Looking for a change of scenery?
Looking for a change in pace? Excited
to join a small dynamic group of staff
members all interested in advancing
children’s education? Then this is a
position for you.
The John Calvin School currently has
111 students from Kinder to Grade 10.
Our secondary school has combined
classes but our smaller classes allow
teachers great opportunities for
diverse teaching styles. The school is
in the centre of Launceston, Tasmania
which is a scenic island with world
renowned tourist attractions, food and
drink.
Employment at the John Calvin School
would commence at the beginning of
Term 1, 2019.
Applicants must be a member of the
Free Reformed Church of Australia or
any of her sister churches.
Conditions and salary are based on
the Educational Services (Teachers)
Award 2010, however remuneration
will be based on qualifications and
experience.
Any person who is interested in
teaching at our school at some point
in the future is also invited to lodge an
expression of interest.
For applications or more information
on this position, general information
and expressions of interest, please
contact:
The Board of the Free Reformed
School Association (Tas) Inc
E-mail: adminmanager@jcs.tas.edu.au
Phone: (03) 6344 3794
Address: PO Box 89, Launceston 7250,
Tasmania, Australia.
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Christians, we need to
install a filter on our lips!
Dr. Michael Brown

words? There is more hope for a fool
than for him” (Prov. 29:20, ESV)
“The tongue also is a fire, a world of evil
among the parts of the body. It corrupts
the whole body, sets the whole course
of one’s life on fire, and is itself set
on fire by hell” (James 3:6, NIV).

Photo by Kristina Flour on Unsplash

The psalmist once prayed, “Set a guard
over my mouth, LORD; keep watch over
the door of my lips” (Ps. 141:3, NIV). It’s
a prayer we would all do well to pray
today. More than ever, we need a filter
for our words, a guard over our mouths.
We are so reckless in our comments,
so rash in our tweets.
We post whatever we think, in a blur, as
quickly as we can type or dictate the words.
We fail to filter, fail to think through,
fail to process, fail to evaluate.
Yet Scripture constantly warns about
the danger of rash speech.
Just consider this small sampling of
relevant verses:
“Those who guard their lips preserve their
lives, but those who speak rashly will
come to ruin” (Prov. 13:3, NIV).
“When there are many words, sin is
unavoidable, but the one who controls
his lips is prudent” (Prov. 10:19, CSB).
“Even a fool is considered wise when he
keeps silent – discerning, when he seals
his lips” (Prov. 17:28, CSB).
“Do you see a man who is hasty in his
16

Can you imagine how different the
internet would look if we heeded these
words?
Yet Jesus said this: “I tell you, on the
day of judgment people will give account
for every careless word they speak”
(Matthew 12:36, ESV).
Chew on that for a moment (or, better
still, chew on Jesus’ words for an hour,
or a day; or even better, chew on them
for the rest of your life).
Can I be completely candid with you?
I am a communicator. I produce a lot of
words.
In book form, I’ve written roughly three
million words.
On average, every year, I write more
than 200,000 words in op-ed columns.
For more than 11 years, I’ve done onetwo hours of live, talk radio, five days a
week.
In addition, I preach sermons or teach
classes several hundred times each year.
And yet I can honestly say that I filter
every word I write and speak.
Consequently, I stand behind what I’ve
written in books and in columns and what
I’ve said on the air and in sermons.
But I have often failed when it comes
to social media and emails, writing back
too quickly, responding too aggressively,
failing to process my words before I send
them out, with no ability to take them
back.
Do you fail here as well?
Proverbs 12:18 states, “The words of
the reckless pierce like swords, but the
tongue of the wise brings healing” (NIV).
And Proverbs 15:1 teaches, “A gentle
answer turns away wrath, but a harsh
Faith in Focus
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word stirs up anger” (NIV).
Yet our words are so often like
daggers, harsh and cutting and
destructive. All too rarely do our words
build up, heal, restore, and edify.
And we are so quick to air our
opinions, no matter how damaging they
might be.
Do we care that we just slandered
someone without evidence? Are we that
irresponsible?
Would we like it if people were
posting similar speculation about us, for
the whole world to see?
As I was thinking about all this,
contemplating writing an article on this
theme, my wife Nancy sent me this text:
“I am REALLY, REALLY distressed about
many of the posts from Christians
insinuating that the Clintons have ordered
the murder of scores of people … there
is zero proof of this and it is mere
speculation. The Bible is abundantly clear
on this kind of slander. People are
completely out of line for doing this.
Even if there might be truth to it, no
believer has any right (before God) to
spread such things, and that without one
iota of proof. This is COMPLETELY against
direct instructions from the Lord. It’s bad
enough that people gossip privately
among themselves, but to publicly
announce these things on social media
for all the world to see is despicable.”
I’m fully aware that President Trump
and a host of others send out reckless
tweets. But they are not my role models
and I do not follow their examples.
I’m fully aware that the internet is
abuzz with all kinds of speculation about
virtually everything. But as followers of
Jesus, we are called to a different
standard.
As Paul wrote, “Do not let any
unwholesome talk come out of your
mouths, but only what is helpful for
building others up according to their
needs, that it may benefit those who
listen” (Ephesians 4:29, NIV).
In the Bible, one of the characteristics
of a fool (meaning someone lacking
moral judgment, not someone lacking
intelligence) is that a fool speaks too
quickly. A thought comes into his mind,
and he blurts it out. He has no filter
on his lips (or pen or keyboard).
As Proverbs states, “a chattering fool
comes to ruin … the mouth of a fool
invites ruin … the mouth of the fool
gushes folly … every fool is quick to
quarrel” (Prov. 10:8, 14; 15:2; 20:3).
Like fools, we too are quick to quarrel,
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quick to take offense, quick to make
superficial judgments, quick to spout
words.
What has become of wisdom? Of selfrestraint? And how is it that we know
the motivations of other people’s hearts
better than they know themselves? (The
other day, a Christian leader wrongly
judged my heart, publicly airing his
opinion. When I told him he was
completely wrong, he assured me he was
right. He knows me better than I know
myself. What kind of nonsense is this?)
I have addressed the subject of our
internet communication many times
before, perhaps most forcefully in the
aftermath of the suicide of Rick Warren’s
son.
But once again, I make this fresh
appeal. Let us be godly in our speech.
Not only is the world watching, but
God is watching.
When it is time to speak, then by all
means speak. But speak the truth. And
speak the truth in love. And speak the
truth in wisdom. The stakes are very
high.
As Proverbs states, “Death and life
are in the power of the tongue, and
those who love it will eat its fruits” (Prov.
18:21, ESV).

What has become of
wisdom? Of selfrestraint? And how is it
that we know the
motivations of other
people’s hearts better
than they know
themselves?

Dr. Michael Brown (www.askdrbrown.org) is the host of the nationally syndicated Line of Fire radio
program and considered to be the
world’s foremost Messianic Jewish apologist.
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Dealing with false faiths
– Jehovah’s Witnesses
David Stares

Photo by Christopher Martyn on Unsplash

Intro
I’m not sure what has happened, but it
seems I may be on some sort of list.
Since the last time I wrote for Faith and
Focus, I have had regular visits from
door-knockers. In the previous article
we looked at the beliefs of the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. For
some reason, though, my stoop tends
to be darkened by Jehovah’s Witnesses.
And so now we will consider together
the beliefs of this group, and see what
God’s word has to say in response to
their errors.
Their teachings
Interestingly, we find that the Jehovah’s
Witnesses trace their roots back to the
same time period as the Mormons: the
1830s. It began with Adventist William
Miller, who predicted that Jesus would
return in 1843 or 1844. This, of course,
didn’t happen, which created division
in the Adventist movement. One of the
leaders who emerged was Charles Taze
18

Russel. Russel formed the International
Bible Students Association and the
Watch Tower Bible and Tract Society
of Pennsylvania. The IBSA underwent
its own schisms and splits, and the core
organization was eventually renamed
the Jehovah’s Witnesses in 1931.1
Now, what we find when we enter
the literature of the Jehovah’s Witnesses
is that they have a high view of Scripture.
They see it as inspired, God-breathed,
and so authoritative in the Christian life.
This attitude shows in their materials,
which do often engage with God’s word,
although they do so selectively. It might
seem presumptuous to speak of the
beliefs of the Jehovah’s Witnesses as a
whole, since even our Reformed
Churches show diversity of belief.
However, their teachings are upheld
and disseminated by their centralized
Governing Body which produces The
Watchtower, their official magazine.
While they acknowledge that they aren’t
inspired or infallible,2 they maintain that
the material they produce “is not the
instrument of any man or set of men,
nor is it published according to the
whims of men. No man's opinion is
expressed in The Watchtower.”3 It is a
document that has been archived and
teaches authoritatively in the church.
Their materials are different from the
Mormons in the sense that the Mormons
tend to couch their strange beliefs in
regular Christian language. On the other
hand, Jehovah’s Witnesses tend to take
a more straightforward approach to their
distinctive beliefs. For example, they
deny the historic doctrine of the Trinity.
They say explicitly that “the evidence
is indisputable that the dogma of the
Trinity is not found in the Bible, nor is
it in harmony with what the Bible
teaches … It grossly misrepresents the
true God.”4 Their main strategy when
taking on the doctrine of the Trinity is
Faith in Focus
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to place the burden of proof on those
holding to the Trinity, and then offer
alternative explanations for those
passages.
In the Jehovah’s Witnesses’ discussion
about the Trinity it is clear that they
reject the divinity of Jesus. They say
clearly that they believe that “It is simply
a church tradition that Jesus is God; it
is not a Bible teaching.” 5 They
acknowledge that the Scriptures state
explicitly that Jesus did have an existence
before his birth in Bethlehem. This
existence was not as God, but as ‘the
Word.’6 Now, despite the way we might
read John 1, they say this “word” was
not God strictly speaking, but was “a
god.”7 This they understand to be a
reference to the angels.8 Thus, Jesus is
not divine, but a human being, and so
also not a person of the Trinity.
Jehovah’s Witnesses also believe that
there is no personhood to the Holy
Spirit. In fact, they state explicitly that
“far from teaching equality with Jehovah,
the Scriptures show that the holy spirit
(sic) is not even a person.” So, being
neither a person, nor divine, the
Jehovah’s Witnesses describe him as
God’s energy, even going so far as to
say he “may be likened to a radar
beam.”9
In addition to their theological issues,
many who are familiar with Jehovah’s
Witness doctrine will know that they
consider the number 144,000 from
Revelation 7:4 to hold special
significance. They believe that there is
a distinction to be made in Revelation
7 between the “144,000” and the “great
multitude which no one could count”
(Rev. 7:9).
This may seem like a trivial matter
of an interpretive disagreement,
however what we find is that it is the
basis for their view of salvation. They
reject the sovereignty of God with regard
to individuals, saying that God’s
predestination was for an amorphous
group. With regard to individual
salvation they say “Once saved does
not mean always saved.”10
That said, the Jehovah’s Witnesses
also believe, there are also classes within
those who are saved. They will claim
to believe in justification, however, this
is particularly applied to the 144,000,
and gives them the right to reign with
Jesus for what they expect to be his
1000 year reign. It is only the 144,000
who in this life “die to sin” (Romans
6:2) and so are declared righteous.11
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This group seems to benefit especially
from the work of Jesus, but also from
their own work. This group is described
as “zealous” and “dedicated”12 and they
“renounce and sacrifice forever any
hope of life everlasting on earth.”13 It is
their special holiness and attitude that
earns them a place in the 144,000.
For the rest of the “great multitude,”
they may enter into the millennial
kingdom, but only provisionally. They,
too, are judged by their works and how
they endure the tribulation. They teach
that the “great multitude” “will be as
Adam was before he sinned. Like him,
they will be tested as to their obedience.”14
The justifying work of Jesus has no effect
on the great multitude unless and until
they prove themselves faithful, and their
names will be in the book of life as “a
testimony to the names of integrity built
up by their faithful service.” And if there

Matthew 28:18-20
– We can see the biblical evidence for the Trinity in this passage.

John 16:5-15
– Personality of the Holy Spirit.

John 1:1
– Indisputable evidence for the Trinity. Jehovah’s Witnesses misinterpret
this passage.

John 8:58-59
– Jesus claims divinity for himself.

Exodus 3:14
– His reference to “I am” is a claim to be the God in Exodus Who said
“I AM WHO I AM”.

Philippians 2:5-11
– Jesus described as being in the “form” of God.

Revelation 7
– Jehovah’s Witnesses misunderstand the meaning of the 144,000.

Romans 9:10-23
– This is a passage in which Paul is explaining why some of God’s
covenant people have not believed in the promise.

Philippians 3:1-11
– Their focus on works as something that can get our name into the book
of life is also contrary to this passage.

Romans 3:28
– states in no uncertain terms that one must abandon law-keeping as a
path to salvation if they wish to gain Jesus.

Galatians 1:6-9
– It is important that we emphasize to them that they believe in a
different God, Jesus and way of salvation than what the Bible teaches.
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was any doubt as to the place of works,
they encourage, “Let our conduct, which
makes a name for us, match the conduct
described in the book of life. Thus shall
we be found there.”15
The Bible’s response
So, what does the Bible have to say to
all of this? A lot!
In our conversations with Jehovah’s
Witnesses, as with the Mormons before,
we can identify their major issues with
three questions: 1) What is the nature
of God? 2) What is the nature of Jesus
Christ? 3) What is the nature of salvation?
On the issue of the Trinity, we can
certainly see the Biblical evidence in
passages like Matthew 28:18-20. The
Jehovah’s Witnesses protest that the
mention of these three together is
insufficient to prove the Trinity.
However, we are not merely identifying
their mention but also their function.
The fact that they are named together
in the covenant rite of baptism
demonstrates that they are all equally
the God into whose covenant they are
being baptized. If the Son and Spirit
were not God, then it would be
blasphemy to baptize in their name.
That said, there are other passages
that can be cited that show the divinity
of the Son and the Spirit. One text that
I have found to be effective in showing
the personality of the Holy Spirit is John
16:5-15. This is done first by seeing that
the word “he” in verse 8 is a masculine
pronoun in the Greek (ekeinos). Jesus
could have used a neuter pronoun
(ekeino – “it”), if he had meant to
describe an impersonal force, but instead
Jesus identifies the Spirit as a ‘He.’
Secondly, look at how the Holy Spirit
is described: he “comes,” “convicts,”
“guides,” “speaks,” “discloses,”
“glorifies,” and “takes.” These are not
words that describe an impersonal force,
but a personal Spirit who continues the
personal work of Jesus.
Closely tied to the discussion of the
Trinity is the divinity of Jesus. Certainly,
the Jehovah’s Witnesses misinterpret
John 1:1 when they consider Jesus to
be merely “a god.” The Greek word to
describe Jesus is indisputably used in
the previous line to describe the only
eternal God.16
However, an in depth discussion of
Greek syntax may be more than you
bargained for in your apologetic
conversation. For this reason I would
turn to a passage like John 8:58-59.
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Here Jesus uses a turn of phrase that is
intended to claim divinity to himself.
His reference to “I am” is a claim to
be the God who in Exodus 3:14 said
“I AM WHO I AM.” Further, the people
understood that this is what Jesus was
saying because they picked up stones
to kill him!
Now, Jehovah’s Witnesses make a lot
out of passages that testify to Jesus’
humanity and his role as mediator. They
say that if Jesus is limited in his
knowledge (Matt 24:36), if he prays to
God (John 17:1) and is our mediator (1
Timothy 2:5) then he cannot be God
himself. And yet that ignores the clear
explanation given to us in Philippians
2:5-11. Here Jesus is described as being
in the “form” of God. This describes in
large part the glory he possessed, a glory
he could only have if he was truly God.
Second, this word is in parallel with the
‘form’ of man that he takes on. If he
became truly man, then he must have
indeed been truly God as well. Further,
the passage explains that he had
‘equality with God,’ but that he didn’t
cling to that. He became a bondservant.
In becoming a bondservant, Jesus
submitted himself to the will of his father
in order to serve as our mediator. When
Jesus expresses the Father’s superiority
to him, this does not get rid of his
divinity, but rather expresses his true
humanity and role in the work of
redemption.
Finally, the Bible speaks to their view
of salvation. First of all, they
misunderstand the meaning of the
144,000 in Revelation 7. As with most
of the numbers in Revelation, this one
is symbolic. This fact is clear because it
is calculated based on 12,000 people
from the 12 tribes of Israel. It is a number
expressing the full fullness of the people
of God. Then, in verse 9 there is a break
in the vision, and the group that is
symbolically described as 144,000 is
revealed to be an incalculable group.
They have “come out of the great
tribulation” (v.14) because they have
been given God’s seal (v.3).17
More disturbing, perhaps, is their
denial of the sovereignty of God. They
try to say that God’s predestining work
is speaking of the class that chooses for
him, and yet they cannot account for
Paul’s discussion in Romans 9:10-23.
This is a passage in which Paul is
explaining why some of God’s covenant
people have not believed in the promise.
Paul does not say that the fault lies in

their failure to exercise their free will.
The explanation that Paul gives is that
the answer is found in God’s sovereignty.
That he is the potter, and we are the
clay. And this is demonstrated in two
individuals, Jacob and Esau. Thus,
predestination does not describe the
‘class’ of believers.
Their focus on works as something
that can get our name into the book of
life is also contrary to passages like
Philippians 3:1-11 and Romans 3:28
that state in no uncertain terms that one
must abandon law-keeping as a path to
salvation if they wish to gain Jesus.
There are certainly other issues that
could be addressed with our Jehovah’s
Witness neighbours, however, it’s
important that we emphasize to them
that they believe in a different God,
Jesus and way of salvation than what
the Bible teaches, and so they too need
to be warned from Galatians 1:6-9 that
they are preaching a different gospel.
Notes
1 For this info and more, see https://www.britannica.com/topic/Jehovahs-Witnesses
2 Watchtower Feb 2017 p.26
3 Watchtower Nov 1 1931 p.327
4 “Trinity” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lpe/1101989276
5 “Is Jesus Christ God?” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/101972201
6 “What Do the Scriptures say about ‘the Divinity of Christ’?” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1992044
7 This is how their New World Translation
renders John 1:1.
8 “Back to John 1:1, 2.” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1962726
9 “The Holy Spirit – Third Person of Trinity or
God’s Active Force?” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1957525
10 “Predestination or Individual Choice –
Which?” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lpe/1953366
11 “Declared Righteous ‘for Life’” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1985882
12 “Look! A Great Crowd” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/2019566
13 “Declared Righteous ‘for Life’” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1985882
14 “Declared Righteous as a Friend of God” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lp-e/1985883
15 “Predestination or Individual Choice –
Which?” https://wol.jw.org/en/wol/d/r1/lpe/1953366
16 One fuller explanation of the proper reading
of John 1:1 can be found at https://carm.org/the-word-and-the-watchtower-an-exegesisof-john-1-1
17 See Beale, G. K. (1999). The book of Revelation: a commentary on the Greek text. and
Fee, G. D. (2011). Revelation.

Mr David Stares is the minister of the
Reformed Church in Masterton.
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Burial or cremation:
does it matter? (2)
Gijsbert Nederveen
Biblical evidence favouring
cremation
Biblical evidence favouring the practice
of burning the dead is lacking. But what
about texts that refer to funeral fires (Jer
34:5; 2 Chr 16:14, 21:19)? As Roland
de Vaux pointed out years ago,6 and as
modern Bible translations reflect, these
texts do not refer to cremation. Mention
is made of a fire being lit at the death
of a king who died at peace with God.
The dead were not burned, but incense
and perfumes were burned near the
body in honour of the deceased.
Closer scrutiny of biblical data reveals
that in Scripture fire is most of the time
a symbol of destruction. That is the
meaning of Joshua 7:15, 25-26. The
burning of Achan is a deviation from
the norm because it is God’s judgment
on Achan’s sin. Burning is also a
prescribed punishment for certain cases
of sexual immorality (Lev 20:14, 21:9;
cf. Gen 38:24).
Two biblical references are sometimes
advanced as evidence for cremation.
The first one is 1 Samuel 31:11-13,
which tells us about the people of Jabesh
Gilead who took down the bodies of
Saul and his sons from the wall of Beth
Shan, burned them, and then buried
their bones. Here I follow the most
commonly held Reformed view that this
passage forms an exception due to the
circumstances. A crisis situation called
for desperate measures. In this case it
was probably used to prevent insult of
Saul and his sons at the hands of the
Philistines.
The second passage is Amos 6:9-10,
which depicts a horrible scene of war
where people in hiding were left to die
and relatives came to burn the bodies.
Once again, we have a crisis situation
which called for drastic measures out
of the ordinary. Therefore, these two
Bible passages cannot be used as biblical
Faith in Focus Volume 46/9 October 2019

support favouring cremation.
Another important passage is Amos
2:1-3. There God pronounced Moab’s
doom for burning, as if to lime, the
bones of the king of Edom. The specific
reference to the burning of the bones
to lime highlights the repugnant nature
of the act of revenge on the dead. God
revealed his anger because the bones
of the dead were not respected. His
judgment upon Moab suggests that
burning the dead is a violation of human
dignity.
Clearly, then, the biblical evidence
does not support cremation as a
common practice in biblical times. With
the exception of 1 Samuel 31:11-13
and Amos 6:9-10, the passages cited
place the burning of the dead in the
realm of judgment. Destruction of the
body by way of burning was not
practised except as a form of punishment
commanded by God for serious offenses
(Lev 20; Josh 7:15, 25), or in exceptional
circumstances. That is one reason why
Christians have resisted the trend and
have not felt free to choose cremation
as an alternative to burial. The other
reason is that the Bible supplies
overwhelming evidence for burial as the
normative practice in ancient Israel.

Mr Gijsbert Nederveen

Biblical evidence favouring
burial
In contrast to the lack of scriptural
support for cremation, numerous texts
from both the Old Testament and the
New Testament can be cited in support
of body burial. Biblical passages that
come to mind are Genesis 23:19-20;
25:7-10; 35:19; 50:3, 7-9, and 24-26;
Judges 8:32; Luke 7:12-15; and John
11:43-44, to mention just a few. Of
special interest are Deuteronomy 34:56 and John 19:38-42.
Deuteronomy 34:5-6 relates the
death of Moses and his being buried
by God himself. This detail already
indicates that it must be more than a
passing interest that God’s method was
21
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Burial should be
promoted and practised
as the God-honouring
way of caring for the
dead
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burial and not some other means of
disposal. Added to that we find in John
19:38-42 details of Christ’s burial. John
19:40 provides the specific information
that they took care of his body “in
accordance with Jewish burial customs.”
Why did the Israelites have the
custom of burial? I believe it is because
of their understanding of who we are.
God formed man from dust, but man
did not become a living being until God
breathed into his nostrils the breath of
life. When the breath of life is taken
away and the person dies, he remains
a human being, albeit a dead one.
Family of the deceased still recognize
the person as father, mother, brother,
sister, etc. They see the person whom
they have known intimately and that is
how they speak their name. Although
dead, the person’s body still is with
them and they pay their last respects
to the body as is befitting in a proper
funeral.
In other words, we are dealing with
a custom that shows the same respect
for the dead as for the living. From the
biblical standpoint, the body as created
by God does not lose its importance at
death. This is clear from the care given
to the dead. The Israelites treated the
body with respect and dignity. It was
not a matter of disposing of a corpse.
Great care was taken to lay the body
to rest. We only have to think of the
care given to Jesus for his burial which
happened according to the burial custom
of the Jews. Lazarus’ body was also
wrapped in grave clothes. From the
details given about strips of linen and
the cloth around his face (John 11:44),
we get an indication how carefully the
dead were attended to. As one would
not destroy a living person, so one should
not destroy a dead person for he is and
remains a created being. In death God
claims the person he created “from the
dust of the earth” and he lets the body
return to dust.
Under normal circumstances, burial
is the God-honouring way of caring for
the dead. For Christians, the best
example and proof is the burial of the
Lord Jesus Christ. Associated with his
burial is his resurrection. The connection
between burial and resurrection is
portrayed by Paul in the symbolism of
sowing and reaping (1 Cor 15:36ff; cf.
John 12:24-25 where Jesus speaks about
his death in terms of sowing a seed).
The body is sown perishable; it is raised
imperishable. This symbolism can be

properly understood only if it refers to
the sowing of the body in the earth to
await the great awakening of those who
have fallen asleep (cf. 1 Thess 4:13-18).7
Based on the overwhelming biblical
evidence in favour of burial, Christians
have for nearly two millennia avoided
cremation as an option. From the start
they followed the Jewish custom of
burial. This method of caring for the
dead led to the virtual abolition of
cremation in Europe. Now the tide is
changing, and Christians are being
persuaded that cremation is an
acceptable alternative to burial.
However, in light of Scripture, I am
convinced that burial should be
promoted and practised as the
God-honouring way of caring for the
dead and for that reason alone, a shift
to cremation is not a positive
development.
Another argument often put forth in
favour of cremation, but clearly
secondary in the discussion, is the
scarcity of cemetery space. The practice
of clearing the graves after a period of
time has been practised for centuries
and solves the problem of cemetery
space. The point is not that our bodies
lie in a fixed spot until resurrection day;
the significance of bodily interment is
that Christians give testimony to their
faith that the body is sown in the ground
as symbolism of a seed that will be
raised imperishable to a new life.
I recognize that there are Christians
who in good conscience have opted for
cremation on the basis that Scripture
does not explicitly forbid it. This article
is not a judgment on their actions. The
intent of this article is to cause us to
reflect upon a fairly recent trend and
to present the case that burial is the
biblical model Christians should be
encouraged to follow because burial is
a way of showing respect to the body
God has created. Body interment is a
statement of faith about the sowing of
the body as a seed for resurrection day
and reflects most closely the burial
practice of the Old and New Testament
believers for many millennia.
Finally, it should be clear that my
reservation about cremation does not
stem from a fear that a cremated body
cannot be raised. That is an irrelevant
point and not an issue at all. If that
were the case, then many men and
women who were burned to death for
the faith, or anyone who is killed in a
fiery crash, would have no hope. My
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reservations concerning cremation stem
from the fact that what rightly is a
religious issue, i.e., a matter in which
one’s religion plays a prominent role,
is being reduced to a marketing item
in which religion is minimized, and
economics are placed central. I agree
with Jochem Douma’s assessment that
“cremation is a symptom of our
secularized world.”8
Conclusion
The biblical model of caring for the
dead points to respect and dignity for
the deceased. Disrespect for the body
is not a biblical concept, and therefore
even in death the person received similar
respect and dignity as when alive.
Burning of the body was a means of
punishment and therefore not practised
as a normal way of disposing of the
dead.
It is a fact that cremation is gaining
ground as the funerary practice of choice
and the momentum is too great to stem
the tide. The fact that among Christians
the practice is also on the rise is an
unfortunate development. The increase
in cremations among Christians is not
only a matter of economics; it is also a
symptom of our secularized world.
Christians should be encouraged to
maintain burial as the clear biblical
example under normal circumstances.
Burial is a powerful statement of faith.
It is the best witness Christians can give
that they are sowing the body for the
glorious resurrection. Christians should
be encouraged to maintain that clear
witness as long as possible.

… is John Goris’s latest book as
he reflects poetically on
experiencing life in this world.
His obvious love for the Lord,
creation and mankind is
evident. With this presentation
of poems, it seems that nothing
has escaped Goris’s gaze.
Not one of these poems could
have been written if the
author’s mind would not have
been thoroughly drenched in
the Bible. Indeed these poems
are a testimony to the grace of
God.
Dr Peter Naylor, Cardiff, pastor of Evan‐
gelical Presbyterian Church of England
and Wales, UK.

When
My
Death
Has
Come …

is a wonderfully helpful
little book to assist your
loved ones manage the
affairs of how your
funeral and its related
matters are to be
handled. The book has
eight sections to help
you express your will
plainly after you have
departed to be with the
Lord.
AN IDEAL BOOK FOR
DEACONS TO GIVE TO
CHURCH MEMBERS.

Notes
6 Roland de Vaux, Ancient Israel (1961), Vol. 1,
57.
7 Such symbolism is not present in cremated
ashes. Ashes are a waste product and cannot
be “sown” like a kernel that dies. The
symbolism is that the body is sown perishable
– it will decay – it is raised imperishable; it is
sown in dishonour – a corpse – it is raised in
glory (1 Cor 15:42-43).
8 Jochem Douma, Rondom de Dood, 159.
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